Atomic scattering as a probe of polymer surface and thin film dynamics
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Collisional energy transfer at the surface of poly(methyl methacrylate) thin films on SiO$_2$/Si was investigated using low-energy neutral helium atom scattering. Analysis of spectra in two scattering regimes yields results consistent with the hypothesis that thinner films are stiffer, suggesting that for highly nanoconfined films, polymer-substrate interactions influence vibrational dynamics at the polymer-vacuum interface. Specifically, thinner films are found to have lower mean-square displacements and decreased annihilation events as compared to thicker films. The scattering spectra are fit well by a semiclassical scattering model, though deviations arise at sample temperatures near the bulk glass transition. We have found helium atom scattering to be a sensitive probe of the vibrational dynamics of the polymer thin film surface. This technique holds promise for the exploration of glassy dynamics of polymer thin films.
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Collisional energy transfer at the gas-surface interface has been widely studied for several decades, but only recently has information on complex interfaces been obtained. Studies of complex interfaces are of great interest due to their applications in material, environmental, and combustion science, among other fields. One area of interest is the effect of nanoconfinement and surface behavior on polymer properties. Researchers have characterized polymer surfaces using a variety of methods. Of particular interest is how vibrational motion at the polymer thin film surface affects the surface and overall glass transition. Molecular beam methods were seminal in the investigation of vibrational and diffusional motion of atomic and diatomic adsorbates on clean single-crystal surfaces. Recent work expanding these studies to more complex systems indicates potential for the investigation of polymer thin films.

In this paper, we directly probe the surface dynamics of poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) thin films at the polymer-vacuum interface using low-energy neutral helium atom scattering. This technique is more highly surface sensitive and nonperturbative than previous methods used to study polymer surfaces. Even neutron and x-ray scattering techniques probe the selvedge region rather than the topmost interfacial layer. We have characterized the vibrational dynamics of PMMA using elastic and inelastic scattering as a function of film thickness and temperature to gain insight into movement at the topmost interfacial layer. We have also investigated the influence of nanoconfinement in molecularly thin polymer films on collisional energy transfer.

Experiments were conducted in a high-momentum- and energy-resolution helium atom scattering apparatus. Elastic and inelastic scattering events can be observed through deflection and time of flight (TOF), respectively. This instrument has been described in detail elsewhere; its design will only be summarized here. It consists of a cryogenically cooled supersonic helium beam source and an ultrahigh-vacuum (UHV) scattering chamber with a rotating, long-flight-path (sample to ionizer distance of 1.005 m) quadrupole mass spectrometer detector. The angular collimation yields a resolution of 0.22°, and the Δω/ω for most beam energies used is less than 1%. A cross-correlation time-of-flight technique with a pseudorandom chopping sequence is used to maximize signal to noise.

We spin high molecular weight, monodisperse, atactic PMMA ($M_\text{w}$ =$350$ kg/mol and $M_\text{w}/M_\text{g}$ =1.15, PolySciences) on SiO$_2$/Si(100) substrates. The films were annealed at 413 K for 120 min. In this experiment we spun films that were approximately 10 nm or 50 nm thick, as measured ex situ by ellipsometry. Using 15 nm for the radius of gyration, $R_g$, as found for PMMA of similar molecular weight at the θ condition, our samples were 0.67$R_g$ and 3.3$R_g$ thick, respectively. Optical microscopy and atomic force microscopy were used to further assess the uniformity of the film. Samples were inserted in the scattering chamber (base pressure of 10$^{-10}$ to 10$^{-9}$ torr) and annealed at the beginning of each experimental run at 440 K for 30 min. The samples were subsequently cooled to the lowest temperature used and spectra for various ascending temperatures were taken, using heating rates of 5 K/min. Changes to the cooling rate did not affect the results. From thermogravimetric analysis, the PMMA sample begins to degrade at temperatures above approximately 550 K in a nitrogen atmosphere. Scattering experiments were therefore not performed at temperatures above 490 K.

We obtained spectra for a wide range of parameters in specular and nonspecular geometries. In the specular geometry, experiments were performed at angles of 24.42°, 32.42°, and 37.42°, for beam energies from 9.7 meV to 54 meV (4.31 Å$^{-1}$ with $\Delta K$ = 1.76 Å$^{-1}$ to 10.15 Å$^{-1}$ with $\Delta K$ = 4.16 Å$^{-1}$) and sample temperatures from 60 K to 490 K. The scattering results were highly reproducible.

At cryogenic beam energies and sample temperatures, an elastic feature was observed in the TOF spectra. Figure 1 shows TOF spectra for a 10.6 nm thick PMMA film at sample temperatures between 60 K and 120 K. The elastic peak decays slightly faster for the thicker films, but in neither case is it discernable from the diffuse scattering signal by 150 K. This feature does not decay over a parallel momentum range of 2.0 Å$^{-1}$, suggesting that this feature may be a diffuse rather than a coherent elastic peak.

Representative TOF spectra taken in the specular geom-
Elastic scattering observed for a 10.6 nm film with a 11 meV beam, sample temperatures of 60, 80, 100, and 120 K, and incident and final angles of 37.42°.

The spectra of the thicker films have a more pronounced dependence on the scattering geometry than the spectra of the thinner films. At 37.42°, the inelastic spectra can be superimposed for the 10 nm film and 50 nm samples, but as the scattering angle gets closer to normal, the thicker film displays more annihilation events. The difference between the thicknesses is robust and is largest for the highest sample temperatures. At least two processes are hypothesized to contribute to this difference: interaction with the substrate and molecular coarsening of the interface due to an increase in thermal motion. The reduction in annihilation events observed for the 10 nm films may arise from a stronger interaction with the substrate, making the surface stiffer. Rare gas scattering studies of liquids and organic monolayers have shown the sensitivity of scattering on the ratio of the mass of the gas to the mass of the surface. The liquid-vacuum interface coarsens on a molecular level as the surface temperature rises, indicating a greater degree of thermal motion of the surface layer. The temperature dependence plots in Fig. 3 demonstrate how the surfaces change with respect to each other. Because the difference between the spectra increases with temperature, the 50 nm films appear to coarsen slightly more than the 10 nm films, which is consistent with the idea that the thinner films are stiffer. These results further demonstrate the sensitivity of helium
atom scattering to intrinsic differences that arise due to film thickness.

We used a semiclassical model developed by Manson, Celli, and Himes\textsuperscript{17} to fit the inelastic line shape for the spectra taken at beam energies at and above 30 meV. Two different models were developed, one in which scattering occurs from a continuum of atomic centers and one from discrete atomic centers.\textsuperscript{18} The former has been used for single crystal metal surfaces and the latter for a fatty acid monolayer. In the continuum model, the intensity of the multiphonon spectra decreases with temperature according to

\[ I \propto T^{-3/2}, \]

where \( T \) is the surface temperature. For the discrete model, the temperature dependence is

\[ I \propto T^{-1/2}. \]

We have used the Baule approximation for \( \hbar \omega_0 \). Figure 3 demonstrates that the decay of the maximum intensity is the same for both film thicknesses. Figure 4 shows that the temperature dependence of the discrete model fits the temperature decay of our data, whereas the continuum model decays too rapidly. The parameters for the PMMA system are the surface mass \( M \), the He-surface well depth \( D \), the nondimensionalization factor for the perpendicular momentum \( \beta \), and the parallel momentum cutoff factor \( Q_c \). There are only two free parameters, as we fix \( M \) and \( D \). We assume \( D \) is 10 meV, which is close to values for high-density alkanethiol SAMs.\textsuperscript{13} Consistent with sum frequency generation (SFG) vibrational spectroscopy, helium probably interacts primarily with the terminal methyl groups on the ester methyl side chain, giving \( M = 15 \) amu.\textsuperscript{19}

FIG. 3. The angular (left panels) and temperature (right panels) dependence of the inelastic spectra on film thickness for spectra taken in the specular geometry at a beam energy of 31 meV. At angles closer to normal, the 46.6 nm film (dashed line) has a larger high \( \Delta E \) tail than the 10.6 nm (solid line) film. The difference observed as a function of the film thickness is robust over a wide range of surface temperatures.

FIG. 4. The experimental intensity \( I \) is compared to two semiclassical scattering models. The data were taken from 10.6 nm and 46.6 nm thick samples with a beam energy of 31 meV and incident and final angles of 27.42°. The models and data are normalized at 300 K to illustrate the difference in curvature of the two models. The data clearly follow the decay of the discrete model.

The values of \( \beta \) and \( Q_c \) were fixed for a given set of spectra and were generally between 2 Å\(^{-1}\) and 6 Å\(^{-1}\). A fit to the discrete centers model is shown in Fig. 5(a), using a form factor from Ref. 20.

FIG. 5. (a) The discrete semiclassical model (solid line) was used to fit the 200 K spectrum \( I \) on a 46.6 nm thick film with a 30.6 meV beam and incident and final angles of 32.42°. The model was propagated using the same parameter set for the higher sample temperatures. (b) The deviation of the integrated intensity between theory (\( \times \)) and experiment (\( \bigcirc \)) in a \( \Delta E = 10 \) range around the peak maximum. The data were obtained at a beam energy of 31 meV for a variety of sample thicknesses and incident and final angles.
The model is used to fit the lowest sample temperature [Fig. 5(a)] and then propagated with the same parameter set for higher temperatures as an estimate of surface behavior. Good agreement is obtained for the fit to the 200 K spectrum except in the region of the high-energy tail because of the inclusion of only single collisions in the model. While the lower temperature spectra fit the model well, agreement between the experiment and the model breaks down before the bulk glass transition temperature of 378 K [Fig. 5(b)]. This deviation indicates that a change in the vibrational dynamics of these films arises at higher temperatures. This change could be due to increased thermal motion at temperatures above the glass transition.

In summary, we have investigated the dynamics of the polymer thin film interface with a precise and exclusively surface sensitive probe, low-energy neutral helium atom scattering. We have shown that this highly surface-sensitive and nonperturbative technique provides a novel means for exploring surface vibrational dynamics at complex interfaces. Analysis of elastic and inelastic spectra is consistent with the hypothesis that the thinner film is stiffer, emphasizing the importance of substrate-polymer interactions on the dynamics at the topmost interfacial layer. Specifically, we find thinner films to have a smaller mean-square displacement perpendicular to the surface and less efficient vibrational energy transfer in collisions with He atoms. A discrete semiclassical scattering model was also used to analyze the multiphonon spectra as a function of temperature. Deviations to the theory arise near the bulk glass transition temperature of PMMA and may indeed be due to changes in the vibrational modes at the interface of the thin film over the glass transition temperature. We hope to extend these studies to explore a range of polymer systems and further investigate glassy dynamics.
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